What great man ever lived whose memory has not been traduced, made
ridiculous or insulted by the monument 'they' erected to themselves in his
name when he was dead! Abraham Lincoln to mind. Monuments are made
by those who, voluntarily or not, never did anything but betray the thing
the great man they would honour loved most, those who were 'charitable'
when he was in need, officious when he died. May hell hold them all!
I wrote something in the fullness of my heart, at the time published
somewhere. I forget where. This is it:
THE MASTER'S WORK
The New in the Old and the Old in the New is ever, Principle.
Principle is all and single the reality my master Louis Sullivan ever
loved. It gave to the man stature and gave to his work great significance.
His loyalty to principle was the more remarkable as vision when all
around him poisonous cultural mists hung low to obscure or blight any
bright hope of finer beauty in the matter of this world.
The buildings he has left with us for a brief time are the least of him.
In the heart of him he was of infinite value to his country, the country
that wasted him, the countrymen who wasted him not because they
would: but because they could not know him.
Any work, great as human expression, must be studied in relation to the
time in which it insisted upon its virtues and got itself into human view.
So it should be with the work he has left to us.
Remember, you who can, the contemporaries of his first great building,
the Chicago Auditorium.
They were the hectic Pullman Building, W. W. Boyington's 'Board of
Trade', the hideous Union Station and many other survivors in the idiom
of that insensate period.
Outside the initial impetus of John Edelman in his early days, H. H.
Richardson, the great emotional revivalist of Romanesque, was one whose
influence the Master felt. And John Root, another fertile rival of that
time who knew less than the Master but felt almost as much, sometimes
shot very straight indeed. But they were his only peers. And they were
feeling their way. But he was thinking and feeling his way, to the New.
Dankmar Adler, master of the plan and master of men, was his faithful
partner.
The Auditorium Building is largely what it is, physically, owing to
Dankmar Adler's good judgement and restraining influence. But it was
Louis Sullivan who made it sing.
The Getty Tomb in Graceland Cemetery was entirely his own, a piece
of sculpture, a statue, a great poem, addressed to human sensibilities afe
Such.
But—when he brought the drawing board with the motive for th&
Wainwright Building outlined in profile and in scheme upon it and threw
it down on my table, I was perfectly aware of what had happened.
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